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Abstract

Despite the numerous experimental investigations performed over the past cen-
tury and more intensively in the last fifteen years, strain-induced crystallization
in natural rubber still remains hardly understood in its precise mechanisms,
limiting most of constitutive equations to phenomenological approaches. The
present Part II of our work aims to develop a physically-motivated constitutive
equation which qualitatively reproduces phenomena observed during deforma-
tion. Firstly, the amorphous network is assumed to deform in an equal-force
manner, resulting in a representative chain encompassing the inhomogeneity of
cross-linking into the chain-length distribution. Then, as proposed in Part I of
this work, crystallization and melting conditions are considered, based on clas-
sical thermodynamics and on the entangled nature of the polymer network. Fi-
nally, a semi-crystallized chain is defined, accounting for both the inhomogeneity
of the amorphous phase and the heterogeneity due to the presence of a crys-
talline phase. This chain is included in a modified full-network model, initially
dedicated to amorphous networks. This work leads to a thermo-mechanical
constitutive equation which qualitatively reproduces the mechanical response of
natural rubber.

Keywords: constitutive equations; thermodynamics; phase transitions;
chain-length distribution; entanglements.

1. Introduction

Thanks to important progress in X-ray measurement techniques, the in-
tensive experimental investigations of these last fifteen years on strain-induced
crystallization of natural rubber improved our knowledge of this complex phe-
nomenon (Tosaka, 2007; Huneau, 2011; Toki, 2014; Albouy and Sotta, 2015;
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Candau et al., 2014, 2015a,b,c, 2016). In spite of that, these results do not
allow yet to fully understand the nature of the involved mechanisms, and conse-
quently, most of the corresponding constitutive equations are phenomenological
(Kroon, 2010; Mistry and Govindjee, 2014; Guilié et al., 2015; Nateghi et al.,
2018; Rastak and Linder, 2018; Khiêm and Itskov, 2018). These models aim to
reproduce the change of crystalline degree in uniaxial tension cycle and the cor-
responding mechanical response, schematized in Figure 1: both the increase in

Crystalline degree

Stretch ratio

Nominal stress

Stretch ratio

Figure 1: Usual shape of the experimental (a) crystalline degree and (b) nominal stress vs.
stretch ratio curves.

crystalline fraction during sample stretching and its melting during the unload
process (Fig. 1(a)) apparently influence the mechanical response (Fig. 1(b)).
Development of models strikes into the problem of defining a realistic and phys-
ical threshold of crystallization, and of finding an explanation to the hysteresis
observed between loading and unloading paths. In fact, the complexity of the
phenomena is an obstacle to a clear vision of the problem, inviting to limit one-
self to phenomenological descriptions that generally do not take into account
detailed thermodynamical aspects, which yet govern phase transitions.

As described in Part I of this work (Gros et al., 2018), the model developed
by Laghmach et al. (2015) stands out from phenomenological models by tackling
the thermodynamic aspects of nucleation, crystallization and melting. Thermo-
dynamical analysis of experimental results of Candau et al. (2014, 2015b) also
represents an attractive approach giving an insight on thresholds of phase tran-
sition based on network inhomogeneity. However, these two models are not
included in a robust thermo-mechanical tridimensional framework. The very
first model proposed by Flory (1947) for semi-crystallized chain (described in
2.1.1) constitutes an important link between the thermodynamic (or physical)
approach and the derivation of a one-dimensional mechanical model: it con-
siders a freely-jointed chain (succession of freely rotating Kuhn segments) in
which crystallization is represented as an alignment in the loading direction of
consecutive segments that become elastically ineffective. Mechanical tridimen-
sional constitutive equations have been developed for unfilled natural rubber
by Kroon (2010), Mistry and Govindjee (2014), Guilié et al. (2015), Nateghi
et al. (2018), Rastak and Linder (2018), and Khiêm and Itskov (2018). Their
framework is systematic: (i) modeling the unidirectional behavior of a crys-
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tallizing chain using Flory’s representation, (ii) choosing an evolution law for
crystallization, (iii) establishing how to include it in the mechanical framework,
and then (iv) creating a tridimensional model using a mean-field transition.
This one-dimensional to tridimensional transition has been subject to develop-
ments in fully amorphous cases, from the 3-, 4- or 8-chain models (using the
unidirectional behavior in some representative directions of the space) to a full-
network model considering all the material directions (James and Guth, 1943;
Wang and Guth, 1952; Flory and Rehner, 1943; Treloar, 1975, 1954; Treloar and
Riding, 1979; Wu and van der Giessen, 1993; Arruda and Boyce, 1993; Miehe
et al., 2004). However, in these works, crystallization is merely modeled by
an equation governing the evolution of macroscopic crystalline degree, which
avoids tackling the threshold of crystallization, the reasons of a progressive evo-
lution and the influence on mechanical behavior. In fact, Kroon (2010) uses
an Arrhenius law of nucleation kinetics, and viscosity effects are added in the
one-dimensional chain response to produce the hysteretic mechanical response.
Mistry and Govindjee (2014) refuse the use of viscosity from experimental argu-
ments, and propose to model crystallization evolution with a function similar to
a chemical potential: this law is used as a threshold and global driving function
of crystallization, tuned by two parameters controlling how favored crystalliza-
tion is and how fast crystalline degree increases. Such function is also used by
Guilié et al. (2015), who add a strengthening effect of crystallization similar to
a plasticity law. Nateghi et al. (2018) use a similar approach but considering
a dissipation potential for melting process. Rastak and Linder (2018) choose a
simpler law linking crystallization force and rate of crystallization. Khiêm and
Itskov (2018) choose to focus on crystallite growth and calorimetric effects but
the fundamental approach for considering the thermodynamics of crystalliza-
tion and melting is not very different from the others. Although these models
effectively reproduce the two experimental characteristic curves of Fig. 1, their
parameters govern the crystallization evolution law and hence they elude the
difficulties inherent to the modeling of crystallization physics. Another recent
publication by Plagge and Klüppel (2018) takes a more physical approach, close
to ours, to derive a simple but efficient model. It will be further commented in
Remark 1 in Section 2.

Given this context, the main objective of a relevant new model of strain-
induced crystallization consists in including a physical description of crystal-
lization, but keeping at the same time the tools of mechanical modeling of
amorphous networks which are now well grounded. The present paper proposes
a model based on the same four-step scheme as the other mechanical models,
improved by more advanced thermodynamical features of phase transition as
well as topological aspects of the network as introduced in Part I of this work
(Gros et al., 2018). Facing the complexity of the problem and encouraged by
the variety of existing experimental results, some important physical character-
istics standing out from the experimental studies are first extracted, and then
mechanical and thermodynamical frameworks taking into account these features
are defined in order to derive constitutive equations. After an overview of the
choices of important physical features of the network, the model is derived in
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Section 2. A dedicated algorithm is proposed in Section 3, along with its results
in Section 4 discussing the influence of the parameters. We also take advantage
of the proposed approach to observe the evolutions of physical quantities with
strain involving strain-induced crystallization.

2. Model derivation

The general framework of this model, devoted to unfilled crosslinked natural
rubber undergoing static deformations, is the same as those described in the
Introduction: deriving a one-dimensional model representative of the material
behavior in one direction, and considering it in different directions in space to
build a tridimensional constitutive equation. A material point is thus consid-
ered as a unit sphere with chains spreading in all directions in space, each of
these chains being representative of the material behavior in the correspond-
ing direction. The following key physical features of the network, highlighted
from experimental investigations, are required: the inhomogeneity of the net-
work, the entangled nature of the chains in the network creating topological
constraints, the coexistence of amorphous and crystallized phases leading to
semi-crystallized heterogeneous chains, and the existence of preferential chain
orientation during the deformation of the network. These features appear in
the four main steps of the derivation, which are summarized hereby and detailed
thereafter in four respective sections.

1. Representation of the chain-length inhomogeneity (section 2.1.2)
The inhomogeneity of the network is due to the randomness of crosslink-
ing in natural rubber resulting in a distribution of chain-length, as exper-
imentally investigated by Ikeda et al. (2008) and pointed out by Candau
et al. (2014) as being strongly involved in strain-induced crystallization.
Unfortunately, the chain length distribution (a.k.a molecular weight dis-
tribution) in the network is unknown, and is hence considered as an input
parameter of the model. The network is thus seen as a set of homogenous
subnetworks which we shall refer to as populations, each of them being
comprised of chains having the same length, following an idea introduced
by Candau et al. (2014, 2015b). The assumption of an equal-force deforma-
tion leads to a convenient way of describing the amorphous representative
chain behavior, as proposed in (Verron and Gros, 2017).

2. Crystallization and melting conditions in an entangled network (section
2.1.3)
Classical theories applied to homogenous networks are used, along with
new topological conditions: crystallites cannot appear or grow freely be-
cause of chain entanglements in the network, as described in Part I (Gros
et al., 2018). These topological constraints were also considered by Lagh-
mach et al. (2015) and mentioned by Candau et al. (2014) to stop crys-
tallites growth (which is assumed to be instantaneous considering the ex-
perimental results by Tosaka et al. (2012)). The importance of topologi-
cal considerations is also emphasized by experimental results by Trabelsi
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et al. (2003) where sizes of stabilized crystallites formed in a priorly de-
formed network are closely related to the dimensions of an available vol-
ume around an entanglement in the deformed network. The model input
parameters are here the interface energies needed in thermodynamic equa-
tions, and a distribution of entanglements relating to each chain length a
length between two entanglements.

3. Definition of a semi-crystalline representative chain (section 2.2)
Crystallization and melting conditions are applied to each of the popu-
lations constituting the representative chain, which hence becomes semi-
crystalline. Although the general idea of the semi-crystallized chain in-
troduced by Flory (1947) and recalled in section 2.1.1 is kept, the way we
model the crystallites requires to adapt it by taking into account entangle-
ments. The states before and after crystallization must also be properly
defined because of a change in chain-length distribution with crystalliza-
tion. The general behavior of the semi-crystallized representative chain,
specifically its stretch ratio, its force and its crystalline degree, are ex-
pressed and this constitutes the one-dimensional model.

4. Integration in a tridimensional framework (section 2.3)
The transition to a tridimensional model is accomplished through an adap-
tation of the full-network model proposed in (Verron and Gros, 2017)
whose theory accounts for the chain-length distribution of the network. It
catches in particular the chain behavior for each direction, which is par-
ticularly important since crystallization is strongly dependent on chain
orientation (Toki et al., 2004; Amnuaypornsri et al., 2012) and leads to
a strong anisotropy. However, this full-network model did not include
crystallization, which is thus properly introduced in the present paper in
the equations in order to complete the thermo-mechanical tridimensional
model.

Remark 1. As stated in the Introduction, the recent work by Plagge and
Klüppel (2018) also considers a physically-based model based on similar ideas
as introduced in our work. Major similarities and differences are detailed here.
First of all, the main similarity is the idea of using a limitation of growth of
crystallite by topological constraints as we introduced in Part I, although its
treatment using entropic repelling potential to be included in the total entropy of
the semi-crystallized chain is very different. Secondly, one major difference is
that the one-dimensional model is based on entropic consideration (while ours
focuses on stretch ratios and forces). Force is introduced when integrating the
1D to a tridimensional framework, which uses the most basic 3-chain model. A
noteworthy novelty of our work is the consideration of chain-length distribution,
which is our driving reason for crystallization to occur progressively and a way
of capturing a better mechanical response. In spite of simplifying assumptions,
the model of Plagge and Klüppel captures very well experimental features at both
micro and macro scales such as crystallite size evolution and dependency of
onset and offset of crystallization on temperature.
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2.1. Prerequisites

2.1.1. Flory’s representation of a semi-crystallized chain

First of all, let us recall the basic representation of a semi-crystallized chain,
introduced by Flory (1947). An amorphous chain is modeled as an ideal chain,
characterized by its number of statistical Kuhn segments N (in the following,
we refer to such chain as an N -chain). The relationship between its stretch ratio
λ (ratio between deformed and initial length) and force f is defined as follows
for non-gaussian chains:

f =
kBT

b
L

−1

(
λ√
N

)
, (1)

where b is the length of a Kuhn segment, kB stands for the Boltzmann constant,
T is the absolute temperature, and L is the Langevin function defined by:

L :

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

R →]− 1 ; 1[

x 7→
{
0 if x = 0 ,

coth(x)− (1/x) otherwise.

(2)

Flory’s representation consists in considering that when crystallization takes
place while the chain deforms, some successive segments representing the crys-
talline phase get aligned in the loading direction (it is assumed that their en-
tropy vanishes), as represented in Figure 2. This model explains in particular

Amorphous chain

Semi-crystallized chain

force
decrease

Figure 2: Flory’s representation: a portion of the chain aligns with loading (horizontal)
direction when crystallization occurs (left part of the chain), leading to a force decrease in the
remaining amorphous part.

the force decrease experimentally observed when crystallization occurs. In the
present work, the aims consist of enriching the amorphous part, defining when
and how segments crystallize, in order to get a semi-crystallized chain and finally
use this one-dimensional model to derive a tridimensional constitutive equation.

2.1.2. Representative amorphous inhomogeneous chain and full-network model

In order to achieve the enrichment of the amorphous part and the transition
to a tridimensional constitutive equation, the framework of a full-network model
accounting for a network having a chain-length distribution introduced in Verron
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and Gros (2017) is used: the constitutive equation is derived by integrating
the one-dimensional response of a polymer chain over the unit sphere, and each
one-dimensional chain accounts for the distribution of chain length. The general
result used in the present work is that given the sole knowledge of a chain-length
distribution, a tridimensional model accounting for it in each direction in space
can be derived. Equations strictly necessary to our model derivation are recalled
here with adapted notations.

The inhomogeneous (one-dimensional) chain is made of populations (groups
of chains having the same length in the network) indexed by a generic subscript i
(in I = {1, 2, 3, ...Nmax}), and characterized by the number Ni of segments of its
chains and the proportion (in number of chains) φi in the network. Assuming
that all chains undergo an equal-force deformation, the representative hybrid
chain of N segments of length B has the same expression of the standard f–λ
relationship as stated in Eq. (1):

f =
kBT

b
L

−1

(
λ√
N

)
, (3)

where N and B are defined as follows:

N =




∑

i∈I

φiNi

∑

i

φi

√
Ni




2

and B =

∑

i∈I

φi

√
Ni

√
N

b . (4)

The corresponding segments of length B, to be distinguished from the Kuhn
segments, shall be referred to as representative segments because of their de-
pendency on the chain-length distribution. The number N is the characteristic
number of (representative) segments of the representative chain. Defining the

normalized stretch ratios λ̂i and λ̂ as follows:

∀i ∈ I, λ̂i :=
λi√
Ni

and λ̂ :=
λ√
N

, (5)

where λi is the stretch ratio of the population i, the assumption of an equal-
force deformation leads to an equality of the corresponding normalized stretch
ratios:

∀i, λ̂i = λ̂. (6)

The integration of the response of this inhomogeneous representative chain
over the unit sphere is not recalled here. It will be adapted to the semi-crystalline
case in section 2.3.

2.1.3. Crystallization and melting

To define the crystallization of segments and stick with Flory’s representa-
tion, crystallite sizes in loading direction and threshold stretch ratios of crystal-
lization and of melting have to be known. They are defined in Part I of this work
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(Gros et al., 2018) by using both classical theories of thermodynamics (consid-
ering changes in Gibbs free energy) and topological considerations. As depicted
in Fig. 4 of Part I, crystallization occurs only if a spontaneously created critical
nucleus is smaller than the space provided by the network, and instantaneous
lateral growth follows before being stopped again by the allowed space. Melting
occurs considering Gibbs free energy of a crystallite with finite sizes. A brief
recall of the main assumptions and equations are given hereby.

Topological constraints (entanglements and crosslinks) are assumed to be
physical fixed points lying along the chain, splitting it into subchains, denoted
here as 1D meshes and characterized by their number of Kuhn segments N topo.
With the hypotheses that each chain deforms in an affine manner, that topolog-
ical constraints are aligned with the loading direction, and that the crystallite
chain direction and the loading direction are the same, the end-to-end distance
between two topological constrains can be calculated as described in Appendix
A. From Eq. (13) of Part I, the stretch ratio λci at which crystallization occurs
in a network of Ni-chains is therefore defined as:

λci = argmin
λi>0




4γ(1)

(
1− T

T 0
f

)
∆Hf − T∆Sdef(Ni, λi)

− λi
N topo

i√
Ni

b 6 0




. (7)

where γ(k) is the interface energy related to the crystal/amorphous interface
whose normal direction is (k) (k ∈ {1, 2, 3} referring to the principal directions
of deformation) and assumed to be independent of the chain length, ∆Hf and
T 0
f are the melting enthalpy and melting temperature for an infinite crystal,

∆Sdef = S(Ni, λi) − S(Ni, 1) is the entropy induced by the deformation of the
network, depending on Ni and λi and which can be expressed using statistical
mechanics of polymer chains (Flory, 1953). The expressions used in this work
is those related to Eq. (1) (Treloar, 1975):

S(Ni, λi) =
ρNA

NiM0

[
Sch(Ni, λi) + 2Sch(Ni, λ

−1/2
i )

]
(8)

and:

Sch(Ni, λi) = −kBNi


λ̂iL−1

(
λ̂i

)
+ ln

L−1
(
λ̂i

)

sinhL−1
(
λ̂i

)


 (9)

where λ̂i = λi/
√
Ni and ρNA/(NiM0) is the number of chains in the consid-

ered system. NA is the Avogadro number, ρ the material density and M0 the
molecular weight of one Kuhn segment. Subscripts i indicate that this defini-
tion can be applied to any population i taken separately. λci corresponds to the
stretch ratio at which a critical nucleus becomes smaller than the space allowed
by the surrounding topological constraints which act as barriers to nucleation
and crystallization, as represented in Fig. 4 of Part I. Once the crystallite is
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formed, lateral growth follows but is limited again by topological constraints.
The corresponding final sizes L̆i of the parallelepipedic crystallite are:

L̆
(k)
i =





λci
N topo

i√
Ni

b when k = 1 ,

1√
λci

√
Nib when k ∈ {2, 3} .

(10)

Melting point is characterized by the cancellation of Gibbs free energy for

a crystallite whose dimensions L̆
(k)
i (k ∈ {1, 2, 3}) are given. The stretch ratio

λmi at which such stable crystallite melts is thus the solution of the following
equation:

3∑

k=1

2γ(k)

L̆
(k)
i

−
(
1− T

T 0
f

)
∆Hf + T∆Sdef(Ni, λmi) = 0 . (11)

Given the characteristics of the populations including their N topo
i , this sec-

tion provides, for each population i, the crystallization stretch ratio λci at which

crystallization occurs, the dimensions (L̆
(1)
i in the loading direction in particu-

lar) of such stable crystallite, and the melting stretch ratio λmi at which cor-
responding melting occurs. These are sufficient to achieve the step (b) of the
enrichment of Flory’s chain.

2.2. Semi-crystallized representative chain

2.2.1. Semi-crystallized single chain and equivalent induced population

In Flory’s representation of a semi-crystallized chain, a crystallite on a chain
is represented as a few successive Kuhn segments aligned in the loading direction,
as depicted in Fig. 2. Thus, a chain of N segments among which Nc segments
crystallize, results in one or two subchains separated by a crystalline portion
of Nc segments. However, the foregoing crystallization conditions require a
different representation of a semi-crystallized chain. Indeed, according to our
nucleation condition, a crystallite forms in each amorphous 1D mesh between
two entanglements, meaning that there are as many crystallites as 1D meshes on
a single chain. A semi-crystallized chain is thus here defined as a succession of
1D meshes (separated by entanglements), each following Flory’s representation
of a semi-crystallized chain.

In order to characterize this chain, let us first consider a single 1D mesh un-
dergoing crystallization: when an initial N topo-chain crystallizes, the crystallite
of Nc segments can form at any position along the 1D mesh (at the middle, at
one end, etc.), resulting in two ”sub-chains”, respectively ofNsub1 andNsub2 seg-
ments, so that Nsub1+Nc+Nsub2 = N topo as depicted in Figure 3 (”amorphous
mesh” and ”crystallized mesh”). These positions are assumed to be equiproba-
ble. Systematically defining a random position along the chain and manage the
behavior of all these new subchains might be heavy to compute. Another idea
consists in assuming that the average position is in the middle of the chain and
in splitting it into two equal parts, so that Nsub1 = Nsub2 = (N topo − Nc)/2.
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One N -chain having three amorphous meshes

Three crystallites + three equivalent chains

Amorphous mesh N
topo

Crystallized mesh Nsub1 +Nc +Nsub2

Equivalent mesh Nc +Neq(N
topo

−Nc)

C
ry
st
a
ll
iz
a
ti
o
n

Figure 3: Steps for defining an equivalent chain.

This usual hypothesis (Mistry and Govindjee, 2014), although easy to manage,
has the disadvantage that the average response (f–λ relationship) of the sub-
chains is not necessarily the one of a chain defined by the arithmetic average
of the numbers of segment. To conciliate these two aspects of simplicity and
of respect of f–λ relationship, results of section 2.1.2 (Eq. (4)) are used to
define an equivalent chain which reproduce the response of the assembly of the
two subchains. In other words, extending this idea, a whole N -chain (having
N/N topo meshes) which crystallizes becomes a set of N/N topo crystallites and
of N/N topo equivalent chains having Neq(Nsub) segments each, this number of
segments being defined as follows:

√
Neq(Nsub) =

Nsub∑

p=0

Nsub

Nsub∑

p=0

(
√
p+

√
Nsub − p)

=
(Nsub + 1)Nsub

2

[
Nsub∑

p=0

√
p

]−1

(12)

where Nsub = N topo −Nc. Intermediate steps to obtain this equation are given
in Appendix B. The equivalent mesh is depicted in Fig. 3. Equivalent chains
induced by the crystallization of a given population constitute thus another
population referred to as the equivalent induced population, which can poten-
tially crystallize again if the conditions are met. Because of the average, a new
associated segment length should be calculated each time (Eq. (4)). However,
their computation showing that they vary between b and 0.88b when Nsub varies
from 1 to 40 and considering the fact that our longest amorphous 1D meshes
will contain only around 30 to 40 segments, the equivalent segment is approxi-
mated to b for the sake of simplicity of further equations, keeping in mind that
this leads to a small overestimation of the length of the amorphous portion in
a semi-crystallized representative chain.
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2.2.2. Derivation of the heterogenous representative chain response

The semi-crystallized representative chain is composed by populations of
chains, which can be semi-crystallized or totally amorphous. In Figure 4(a), a

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

lc(Nc) lam(N )

Crystallizing population Other populations

Figure 4: Representation of a semi-crystallized representative chain, having here initially
several amorphous populations (a), one of which crystallizes (b). The chain instantaneously
reaches its equilibrium (c). The crystallized segments are gathered at one chain end, forming
a heterogeneous representative chain having a crystalline portion and a unique amorphous
and inhomogeneous portion (d).

fully amorphous representative chain is represented, with one population (hav-
ing two chains) isolated for description. Let us consider that the stretch ratio
of the representative chain is so that threshold of crystallization of the isolated
population is reached. From the previous section, the semi-crystallized popula-
tion can be separated into crystallites (aligned segments) and the same amount
of amorphous equivalent chains, as represented in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respec-
tively before and after equilibrium. Let us mention that this equilibrium step
induces a force decrease for the chains of other populations as in Flory’s theory,
but a stretching of the equivalent induced chains of the crystallizing population.
The induced amorphous equivalent chains form an equivalent induced popula-
tion, and furthermore, the position of the aligned crystallized segments does
not matter from the viewpoint of the f–λ relationship of the whole chain: it is
equivalent to gather all them (including those from different semi-crystallized
populations) at one end of the representative chain, as represented in Fig. 4(d).
The semi-crystallized representative chain is thus comprised of a single amor-
phous portion (amorphous part of the representative chain) constituted by all
the amorphous chains (from equivalent induced populations and amorphous
populations), and a single crystallized portion. The characteristic number N

of the amorphous portion can be calculated by Eq. (4) because the hypoth-
esis of an equal-force deformation still holds. The crystalline portion has Nc

segments, equal to the sum of the crystallized segments of all semi-crystallized
populations, converted into the number of representative segments of length B
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by means of Eq. (4):

Nc = Nc
b

B
. (13)

Let us remark that the definitions of N and Nc are so that in general
√

N +√
Nc 6=

√
N {0} and N +Nc 6= N {0}, where N {0} is the characteristic number

of segments of the representative chain in its initial state. The superscript {0}
will be used to indicate that the quantity is considered at the initial state of the
chain, when no population is crystallized.

The global stretch ratio of the semi-crystallized representative chain can be
expressed using the same definition as for an amorphous representative chain,
by addition of the end-to-end distances:

λ =
ℓam + ℓc

ℓ0
=

λam

√
N B + NcB√
N {0}B

=
λam

√
N + Nc√
N {0}

(14)

where ℓam is the end-to-end distance of the amorphous portion of the repre-
sentative chain, ℓc that of the crystalline portion, and ℓ0 that of the chain in
its undeformed initial state. This expression especially allows, given the global
stretch ratio λ and knowing N , N {0} and Nc, to express the stretch ratio
λam of the amorphous portion. Let us mention that N and Nc depend on
the considered state of the network (i.e. on crystallization progress), and that
the representation of this semi-crystallized representative chain is, thanks to
the conversion to the characteristic numbers of segments, similar to that of the
usual semi-crystallized chain of Flory.

The crystalline degree χc of the representative chain can naturally be de-
fined as the ratio of the number of crystallized segments to the total number of
segments:

χc =
Nc

N {0} , (15)

and the complementary quantity which is the amorphous fraction χam = N /N {0}

considered by Flory (1947) in his semi-crystallized chain model.
Remark 2. The theory proposed by Albouy and Sotta (2015) also suggests (af-

ter basic algebraic manipulations of Eq. (14)) to define the following alternative
crystalline degree χ′

c:

χ′
c =

√
Nc√

N {0}
=

√
χc (16)

In fact, this quantity corresponds in our model as the ratio of the end-to-end
distance of an undeformed Nc-chain and the end-to-end distance of the initial
N {0}-chain.

The characteristic number of segments of a representative chain not being
equal to the simple sum of the Kuhn segments, let us link the previous quantities
with the ”real” mass crystalline degree, defined as the ratio of the numbers of
Kuhn segments (sum of crystallized Kuhn segments divided by the total number
of Kuhn segments), starting with the ratio of the amorphous segments and using

12
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Eq. (4):

∑
φiNi

∑
φ
{0}
i Ni

=

√
N

∑
φi

√
Ni

√
N {0}

∑
φ
{0}
i

√
Ni

= Φam

√
N

N {0} = Φam
√
χam (17)

where:

Φam :=

∑
φi

√
Ni

∑
φ
{0}
i

√
Ni

(18)

is the ratio between the end-to-end distances of the amorphous portion of the
chain in an undeformed state, and the undeformed whole representative chain.
We can observe that the quantity

√
N /N {0} appears quite naturally and that

Φam is somewhat a quantity allowing to convert the ”real” amorphous fraction
into the end-to-end distances of representative segments. In a similar way,
since Nc is defined as being equal to the sum of the Nc crystallized Kuhn
segments converted into representative segments, the mass crystalline degree
can be expressed as follows:

Nc∑
φ
{0}
i Ni

=
NcB/b
∑

φ
{0}
i Ni

=
Nc

∑
(φ

{0}
i

√
Ni)√

N {0}∑φ
{0}
i Ni

=

√
Nc

N {0}

√
Nc

N {0} = Φc

√
Nc

N {0} = Φc
√
χc (19)

where the quantity
√

Nc/N {0} appears, ”adjusted” by the ratio Φc of the end-
to-end distances of the crystallized portion which would be in an undeformed
state, to the undeformed whole representative chain.

Remark 3. Quantities such as φi, N , Nc and χc evolve each time, but also
only if, a population crystallizes or melts. Extending the notation {0} to the
different states the chain encounters when crystallization and melting happen,
we introduce the superscript {s} to indicate that the quantity is that of the chain
considered at its state numbered s (0 being the initial state). This notation will
be recurrently used in the rest of this work, and its conveniency is explained
in section 3.1.2 from the perspective of model implementation. From a physical
point of view, it expresses the fact that strain-induced crystallization of a network
can be seen as a succession of discrete states of the network. Besides, the state
of a chain depends on its stretch ratio, itself depending on the orientation u of
the chain in the material; when applicable, this dependency will be indicated as
{s(u)}.

2.3. Full mechanical model

The previous amorphous and semi-crystallized representative chains are now
used as inputs for a full-network model (Wu and van der Giessen, 1993). The
derivation of the constitutive equation of an inhomogeneous network remaining
totally amorphous is already described in a previous work (Verron and Gros,
2017). Following the same approach, crystallization is introduced, considering
that only the amorphous portions supply deformation energy.

13
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Despite the volume change induced by crystallization because of the differ-
ence in density with the amorphous phase, the incompressibility hypothesis is
kept, but has to be justified because crystalline density is higher than that of
the amorphous phase. According to Wood and Bekkedahl (1946), the volume
change for unvulcanized natural rubber crystallizing between −50 and 15℃ is
between 2 et 2.7 %. Knowing that crystallization is favored in that range of tem-
perature (especially around −25℃), we can assume that the volume change is
not larger for strain-induced crystallization (in which crystalline degree does not
surpass 25 % in the studied conditions). Furthermore, Leitner (1955) suggests
in 1955 that a crystalline degree of 10 % corresponds to 1 % of volume change,
which also leads to a volume change of 2,5 % for the 25 % of crystalline degree
induced by deformation. Finally, Smith and Hanna (1941) propose as a crys-
talline density of approximately 0.950 g/cm3, while amorphous one is around
0.910 g/cm3 Mark (2006). If a quarter of the initial volume crystallizes, the vol-
ume chain would theoretically be less than 1 %. Although the volume change is
non zero, we can reasonably assume that natural rubber is incompressible, even
in a semi-crystallized state.

Let us consider a material point assimilated to a unit sphere. Let F be the
deformation gradient at this point; for a homogeneous, isotropic, hyperelastic
and incompressible material, the corresponding nominal stress tensor, i.e. the
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, is defined as (Holzapfel, 2003):

P = −pF−T +
∂W

∂F
(20)

where p is the hydrostatic pressure induced by the incompressibility constraint
detF = 1, I is the identity tensor 3× 3 and W is the strain energy density per
unit of undeformed volume. In the framework such as that of the full-network
model, W is derived by integration of the one-dimensional strain energy w̄ of
each direction (each representative chain) on the unit sphere S (Wu and van der
Giessen, 1993), which means:

W (F) =
1

|S |

∫∫

S

w̄(λ(u)) d2Ω(u) = 〈w̄(λ)〉 (21)

where λ(u) is the stretch ratio of the representative chain in each direction u in
space, i.e. λ(u) = ||Fu|| for the affine assumption adopted here, and d2Ω is its
solid angle. The notation 〈 · 〉 is used to express an average value over the unit
sphere: 〈 · 〉 = 1

|S |
∫∫

S
·d2Ω.

The derivative of W with respect to F required for the calculation of P can
be written as follows:

∂W

∂F
=

〈
∂w̄

∂F

〉
=

〈
dw̄

dλ(u)

∂λ(u)

∂F

〉
=

〈
dw̄

dλ(u)

1

λ(u)
Fu⊗ u

〉
= F

〈
dw̄

dλ(u)

1

λ(u)
u⊗ u

〉
.

(22)
This needs the calculation of the derivative of w̄(λ), which is the weighted sum
of those of the populations:

w̄(λ) = n0

∑

i∈I

φ
{s}
i wi(λi) , (23)
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where n0 is the chain density, wi is the energy induced by the deformation of a
Ni-chain, and the exponent {s} indicates that the quantity is taken at the ade-
quate state of the network, changing with crystallization (see Remark 3 at the
end of section 2.2.2). It is important here to note that φi evolves with deforma-

tion (justifying the notation φ
{s}
i ) and that the sum of φi is equal to 1 only in the

totally amorphous case, at the state {0}. Furthermore, n0

∑
i∈I φ

{s}
i Ni is equal

to the number of amorphous segments in the considered volume (amorphous
populations and equivalent induced populations for semi-crystallized popula-
tions). The characteristic number of segments (evolving with crystallization)
of the representative chain is noted N {s}. The stretch ratio of the amorphous
portion λam appears in the derivative, which is then equal to:

dw̄

dλ
= n0

∑

i∈I

φ
{s}
i

∂wi(λi)

∂λ
= n0

∑

i∈I

φ
{s}
i

dwi(λi)

dλi

∂λi

∂λam

∂λam

∂λ
= n0

∑

i∈I

φ
{s}
i f

√
Nib

√
Ni√

N {s}

√
N {0}

√
N {s}

(24)
by invoking the equality of the normalized stretch ratios (Eq. (6)), and from
Eq. (1):

dwi

dλi
=

dwi

dli

dli
dλi

= f
√
Nib . (25)

Thus, since the expression of f for this semi-crystallized chain is:

f(N , λ) =
kBT

b
L

−1

(
λam√
N {s}

)
, (26)

it follows:

dw̄

dλ
=

√
N {0}

√
N {s}

n0

∑
i∈I φ

{s}
i Ni√

N {s}
kBTL

−1

(
λam√
N {s}

)
(27)

which means, by means of the relationships established in Eq. (17) :

dw̄

dλ
= Φ{s}

am

n0

∑
i∈I φ

{0}
i Ni√

N {s}
kBTL

−1

(
λam√
N {s}

)
(28)

where Φ
{s}
am is defined in Eq. (18). This expression indicates that the strain

energy of a semi-crystallized chain whose amorphous portion has N {s} seg-
ments is equal that of a network of N {s}-chains and having the same total
number of segments, taken at the adequate stretch ratio λam and weighted by

the term Φ
{s}
am (which can be understood as a transposition to a ”linear” fraction

of the considered number of segments to the total number of Kuhn segments

n0

∑
i∈I φ

{0}
i Ni). This leads to the nominal stress tensor:

P = −pF−T+F

〈
Φ{s(u)}
am

n0

∑
i∈I φ

{0}
i Ni√

N {s(u)}
kBT

1

λ(u)
L

−1

(
λam(u)√
N {s(u)}

)
u⊗ u

〉
,

(29)
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and the crystalline degree is simply:

χc,tot = 〈χ{s(u)}
c 〉. (30)

From a practical viewpoint, and as it is the case in the fully amorphous case,
the numerical integration of the stress is obtained by choosing an integration
method picking particular points on the unit sphere (analytical integration also
exists (Khiêm and Itskov, 2016)). Three of these methods are recalled and
discussed by Verron (2015).

3. Algorithm

Considering long-term equilibrium state of crystallization for each deforma-
tion step, an intuitive algorithm from the derivation of the model would be the
following.

1. Apply F to the unit sphere and compute the normalized stretch ratios
λ(u) of the representative chains in each direction u (which are discrete
points defined by the chosen numerical integration method).

2. For each representative chain (i.e. each direction u):
(a) compute the dimensions of the 1D meshes and critical nuclei of each

population;
(b) apply crystallization and melting criteria (Eqs. (7) and (11)) and

determine if crystallites form or melt in each population;
(c) gather the results of all the populations and compute the new amor-

phous stretch ratio of the representative chain, its crystalline degree
and characteristic number of segments.

3. Assembly the results from all the representative chains and deduce the
nominal stress tensor and global crystalline degree (Eqs. (29) and (30)).

This algorithm naturally follows the steps of the previous sections, but is numer-
ically costly to compute: there is no reason for the system to be in equilibrium
after crystallization process, then solving it requires to loop the algorithm in
order to check and correct the new system if necessary.

A wish of simplifying the algorithm leads to the possibility of making off-line
calculations which considerably lighten the computation (it reduced the compu-
tation time of two orders of magnitude). Figure 5 depicts the general structure
of an original algorithm, which consists (from the left side to the right), to
compute first independently the stretch ratios of crystallization and melting for
the populations, then, given a chain-length distribution, to characterize all the
states the network undergoes (i.e. to define all the quantities marked by the
exponent {s} in Eq. (29)), and finally to call them (for each direction) each
time a deformation gradient F is applied to the unit sphere. Detailed steps are
given below.

Remark 4. It is to note here that there is no explicit evolution law driving
crystallization and melting during the deformation process ; it rather arises from
the computation and is the result of populations switching successively from an
amorphous state to a crystallized state (and vice-versa for melting). This switch
is triggered by reaching the threshold stretch ratios of crystallization and melting.
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λ̂ci, λ̂mi

Cryst./melting

stretch ratios

Chain length distribution φ
{0}
i

Successive

states {s}

N
{s}

am , N
{s}

c

λ
{s}
c , λ

{s}
m

Chains u,

λ(u)

F

P, χc,tot

States

{s(u)}

Off-line computations

Figure 5: Dedicated algorithm.

3.1. Off-line computations

3.1.1. Crystallization and melting stretch ratios

From the way phase transition criteria were defined, the crystallization and
melting stretch ratios of a population only depend on itself (local stretch ratio
and end-to-end distance of its 1D mesh): their threshold stretch ratios λci and
λmi, as well as the number of segments of their crystallites, can be determined
without knowing the chain-length distribution. The assumption of equal-force in
chains indicating that at a given deformation of the representative chain, all the
populations have the same normalized stretch ratios (Eq. (6)), it is convenient

to use normalized stretch ratios here. Therefore, using Eqs. (7) and (11), λ̂ci

and λ̂mi are computed for all i ∈ I.

3.1.2. Successive states of a representative chain

The originality of this algorithm lies in the reasoning presented here, where
the knowledge of F is still not required.

The previous threshold normalized stretch ratios provide the order in which
populations crystallize or melt. We can thus define the successive states of the
system, characterized by the knowledge of the crystallized/amorphous state of
all populations. The successive states {0}, {1}, {2}, {3},... are denoted by the
notation {s}. Defining by 1 the crystallized nature of a population and 0 its
amorphous nature, a matrix c can be built such that the component on line s+1

and column i, denoted c
{s}
i , indicates whether the population i is crystallized

in the state {s}, as illustrated in Figure 6 with six populations N1, N2, N3, N4,
N5 and N6. We shall assume that the melting order is the inverse of that of
crystallization (which will be the case for the chosen parameters), which allows
to keep the same matrix in the two processes. Let us also define similarly the
matrix c̄, whose elements are equal to 0 if the population is crystallized and 1 if
it is amorphous (contraposition of c in terms of logic). These boolean matrices
ease computations by means of matrix manipulations. In these notations, the
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Pop.
State

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

























































State (0)

State (1)

State (2)

State (3)

State (4)

State (5)

State (6)

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6

Initial amorphous state

Crystallization

Crystallization maximal state

c
{s}
i

: state of population i at step {s}

Figure 6: Example of a boolean matrix c indicating the states c
{s}
i

of a network of six
populations i at each state {s}.

superscript {s} of a value will indicate that it is taken at the state {s} of the
system ({0} for the initial state).

The use of these matrices c and c̄ also allows to compute easily the successive
chain-length distributions. A semi-crystallized population i produces equivalent
induced chains of Neq,i := Neq(N

topo
i −Nci) segments (Eq. (12)) in a quantity

equal to the number of chains φi multiplied by the numberNi/Neq,i of 1D meshes
in a chain. In the case where the longest chains crystallize first and ignoring a
further crystallization of the equivalent induced populations, the chain-length
distribution at a state {s} is thus:

{
∀i ∈ I, φ

{s}
i = c̄

{s}
i φ

{0}
i

then ∀i ∈ I, φ
{s}
eq,i = φ

{0}
eq,i + c

{s}
i φ

{0}
i Ni/N

topo
i ,

(31)

where φ
{s}
eq,i is the quantity of Neq,i-chains. Let us mention that chain-length

distribution (even the initial one) is introduced only here, and precise that

if
∑

i∈I φ
{0}
i Ni represents the total number of segments in the system (with∑

i∈I φ
{0}
i = 1),

∑
i∈I φ

{s}
i Ni is the number of un-crystallized segments in the

system at state {s}: the total number of segments being constant in the consid-
ered volume when changing from a state to another, φ shall not be normalized.

At each state {s}, the chain-length distribution is known, along with the
number of crystallized segments for each population (number of 1D meshes in
a chain Ni/N

topo
i , multiplied by the number of segments Nci in a crystallite),

and hence the characteristic numbers of the representative chain:

N
{s}

c =

[∑

i∈I

(
c
{s}
i φ

{0}
i Nci

Ni

N topo
i

)][∑

i∈I

φ
{0}
i

√
Ni√

N {0}

]−1

, (32)
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(where the last term converts Kuhn segments to representative segments) and

N
{s} =

[∑

i∈I

ϕ
{s}
i

√
Ni

]2
with ϕ

{s}
i =

φ
{s}
i

√
Ni∑

i∈I φ
{s}
i

√
Ni

. (33)

The crystalline degree of the representative chain (discussed further in 4.5) is
thus:

χ{s}
c = N

{s}
c /N {0} . (34)

Given the number of crystallized segments, the global stretch ratio is computed
thanks to Eq. (14). In particular, we can define the global threshold stretch

ratios λ
{s}
c and λ

{s}
f for entering and leaving a state {s} using the equality of

the normalized stretch ratios (Eq. (6)). In fact, if the state {s} corresponds to
the crystallization of the population s̄, it follows:

λ{s}
c =

λ̂cs̄N
{s−1} + N

{s−1}
c√

N {0}
, (35)

where λ̂cs̄ is the normalized threshold stretch ratio of crystallization of popula-
tion s̄. In a similar way:

λ{s}
m =

λ̂ms̄N
{s} + N

{s}
c√

N {0}
. (36)

3.2. Semi-crystallized full-network model

All the pieces are ready to compute the 3D model. The deformation gradient
F (brought in only at this stage) is firstly applied to the unit sphere in order to
compute the stretch ratios λ(u) of the representative chains in all the directions
u, characterized by the points of the chosen numerical integration method. Each
chain having different state according to its direction, s depends on u and
is denoted s(u). The stretch ratio λ(u) is compared to the global threshold
stretch ratios in order to determine the state of the chain as detailed in the next
paragraph. Once this state {s(u)} is determined, the previous computations

provide N {s(u)} and N
{s(u)}

c , allowing the computation of the stretch ratio of
the amorphous part of the representative chain as follows:

λam(u) =
λ(u)

√
N {0} − N

{s(u)}
c√

N {s(u)}
, (37)

and all the quantities necessary to compute the nominal stress tensor are gath-
ered. Global crystalline degree is simply defined as an arithmetic average of the
crystalline degrees of the chains:

χc,tot =
1

U

U∑

u

χc(u)
{s(u)} . (38)
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where U is the number of integration points in the unit sphere, i.e. the number
of directions u.

As for the remaining description of the determination of the new state of
a semi-crystallized representative chain assumed to be at state {sgiven}, let us
consider a stretch ratio λ that applies on it. Note that it is not necessary to
know if the deformation is a load or an unload. The comparison of λ with the
threshold stretch ratios is a crucial part in the algorithm, which is done in two
steps (whose order matters):

– λ is first compared to λ
{sgiven+1}
c : if λ > λ

{sgiven+1}
c , then the system

changes to a more crystallized state {s} = {sgiven + 1} (moving down by

one line in the matrix c). The operation is iterated until λ < λ
{s}+1
c or

{s} = {smax}, with {smax} being the most crystallized state reached by
the system, i.e. the state where all the populations are crystallized. It
corresponds to the last line of c.

– If λ < λ
{sgiven+1}
c , melting is tested: λ is compared to λ

{sgiven}
m . If λ 6

λ
{sgiven}
f , then the system changes to a less crystallized state {s} = {sgiven−

1} (moving up by one line in c) and the operation is iterated until λ > λ
{s}
m

or {s} = {0} (first line of c).

If {sgiven} > {s}, the deformation is a load (towards crystallization), and if
{sgiven} < {s} then the deformation is an unload (towards melting).

Modeling the evolution of the network during a deformation path finally
consists in discretizing the deformation history into steps of F. Let us mention
that the choice of the strain step (difference of global strain between each step,
seen as data points in quasi-static experiment) is very particular in our model.
Indeed, the state of the network can be calculated directly at any given strain
level without any intermediate steps (to be considered carefully in unload pro-
cesses); moreover, steps do not have to be small except in order to get a smooth
curve. This is one of the greatest strength of the implementational aspects of
the model, thanks to the proposed algorithm.

3.3. Summary of the new algorithm

A summary of the whole algorithm is proposed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of the algorithm (continued on next page).

(1) Crystallization and melting threshold stretch ratios.

Material constants (given): ρ, ∆H, M0, b.
Parameters: relationship linking N to N topo; T ; γ; crystallization and melting conditions (Gc) and (Gf ).
Inputs: (-)

Outputs: λ̂ci, λ̂mi, Nci for all i ∈ I;
Key formulae:

· λ̂ci satisfying (Gc) :
4γ(1)

(
1− T

T 0
f

)
∆Hf − T∆Sdef(Ni, λ̂ci)

− λ̂ciN
topo
i b = 0 . (Eq. (7))

· λ̂mi satisfying (Gf ) :
3∑

k=1

2γ(k)

L̆i
(k)

−
(
1− T

T 0
f

)
∆Hf + T∆Sdef(Ni, λ̂miNi) = 0 . (Eq. (11))

· Nci =
L̆
(1)
i

b
= λ̂ciN

topo
i . (Eq. (10))

(2) Definition and chain-length distribution of each state.

Parameters:
(
φ
{0}
i

)
i∈I

(initial number of Ni-chains in the considered volume).

Inputs: λ̂ci, λ̂mi.

Outputs: c, c̄ and (φ
{s}
i )i∈I of each state {s}.

Key formulae:

· For each {s} in i ∈ I, c
{s}
i = 1 if the population is crystallized, 0 otherwise.

· For each {s} in i ∈ I, c̄
{s}
i = 0 if the population is crystallized, 1 otherwise.

· ∀i ∈ I, φ
{s}
i = c̄

{s}
i φ

{0}
i , and then φ

{s}
eq,i = φ

{0}
eq,i + c

{s}
i φ

{0}
i

Ni

N topo
i

where φ
{s}
eq,i is the quantity of chains having Neq,i =

Neq(N
topo
i −Nci) segments. (Eq. (31))
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(3) Quantities associated to each state.

Parameters (already introduced):
(
φ
{0}
i

)
i∈I

and relationship linking N 7→ N topo.

Inputs: λ̂ci, λ̂mi, Nci, c.

Outputs: λ
{s}
c , λ

{s}
m , N

{s}
c , N {s}, χ{s}

c .
Key formulae:

· λ
{s}
c =

λ̂cs̄N
{s−1} + N

{s−1}
c√

N {0}
and λ

{s}
f =

λ̂ms̄N
{s} + N

{s}
f√

N {0}
where λ̂cs̄ and λ̂ms̄ are the threshold stretch ratios of

crystallization and melting of population s̄ which crystallizes (resp. melts) at state {s}. (Eqs. (14), (35), and (36))

· N
{s}

c =

[∑
i∈I

(
c
{s}
i φ

{0}
i Nci

Ni

N topo
i

)][∑
i∈I

φ
{0}
i

√
Ni√

N {0}

]−1

. (Eq. (32))

· N {s} =
[∑

i∈I ϕ
{s}
i

√
Ni

]2
where ϕ

{s}
i =

φ
{s}
i

√
Ni∑

i∈I φ
{s}
i

√
Ni

. (Eq. (33))

· χ
{s}
c = N

{s}
c /N {0} . (Eq. (34))

(4) Representative chain.

Parameters: (-)
Inputs: λ and a state {sgiven} of the system.
Outputs: the updated state {s} and the amorphous stretch ratio λam corresponding to λ at this state.
Key formulae:

· Determination of the state:

– If λ > λ
{sgiven+1}
c , then {s} = {sgiven + 1}. Iterations until λ < λ

{s+1}
c or {s} = {smax}.

– Otherwise : if λ 6 λ
{sgiven}
f , then {s} = {sgiven − 1}. Iterations until λ > λ

{s}
f or {s} = {0}.

· λam = (λ
√

N {0} − N
{s}

c )/
√

N {s} . (Eq. (37))

(5) Full-network.

Parameters: Numerical integration method and corresponding integration points on the unit sphere (ensemble U).
Inputs: deformation gradient F.
Outputs: P, χc,tot.
Key formulae:

· λ(u) = ||Fu|| (giving {s(u)} and λam(u) from (4)).

· P = −pF−T+F

〈
Φ
{s(u)}
am

n0

∑
i∈I φ

{0}
i Ni√

N {s(u)}
kT

1

λ(u)
L

−1

(
λam(u)√
N {s(u)}

)
u⊗ u

〉
where n0

∑
i∈I φ

{0}
i Ni is the total number

of segments in one direction and Φ
{s(u)}
am =

φ
{s(u)}
i

√
Ni∑

φ
{0}
i

√
Ni

. (Eqs. (18) and (29))

· χc,tot =
1

U

U∑

u

χc(u)
{s(u)} . (Eq. (38))
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4. Results and discussion

In this section, the model is illustrated considering a uniaxial experiment
whose deformation gradient is:

F =




λ 0 0

0 1/
√
λ 0

0 0 1/
√
λ


 . (39)

We are interested in calculating the nominal stress tensor P, particularly P11,
as a function of the applied λ and on the crystalline degree χc. We assume
long-term equilibrium state of crystallization at each deformation step.

4.1. Numerical values and parameters

The numerical integration method proposed by Sloan and Womersley (2004)
is chosen as suggested in a study by Verron (2015), with 441 integration points.
Numerical values areNA ≈6.02× 1023 mol−1, kB ≈ 1.38× 10−23 m2 · kg · s−2 ·K−1,
and finally for cis-1,4-polyisoprene, b = 9.34 Å, and M0 = 128.6 g/mol, and ρ =
0.91× 106 g/mol3 (Mark, 2006, 2009).

The parameters of the models and the way they are determined in this
section are as follows.

• Chain-length distribution: a log-normal distribution, and a triangular dis-
tribution which can be seen as a rough approximation of the log-normal
distribution, are considered. Both distributions are plotted in Figure 7(a).
Their parameters are determined so that the mechanical response is in
agreement with the part without crystallization, i.e. at low stretch ratios,
of the experimental ”target” curve.

• Distribution of the entanglements: poorly known and here supposed to be
given, we use an approximate fit of simulation results conducted by Steen-
bakkers et al. (2014) (converted from real monomer to Kuhn segments):

Ni 7−→ N topo
i =




17 + 20

[
2

π
arctan

(
Ni

50

)]
if Ni > 16 ,

Ni otherwise.
(40)

The corresponding graph is represented in Fig. 7(b).

• Interface energies σe and σl (or equivalently σe and the ratio α := σl/σe):
they are supposed constant because of a lack of knowledge about their
evolution with respect to chain length, deformation and temperature, and
adjusted so that the curves from the model are in good agreement with the
experiments. An example is shown with variable interface energies to show
the importance of their study. Used values are: σe = 0.022 when N 6 50,
increasing linearly to reach 0.03 when N = 150; α = σl/σe = 0.09 when
N 6 50, decreasing linearly piecewise to reach 0.04 when N = 90 and 0.02
when N = 115, then staying constant.
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Figure 7: (a) Chain-length distributions used to plot the results: log-normal (solid) and tri-
angular (dashed) distributions with parameters given in Table 2. (b) Distribution of entangle
sed to plot the results (Eq. (40)).
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4.2. Macroscopic crystalline degree and mechanical response

Figure 8 compares the curves of crystalline degree (a) and mechanical re-
sponses (b) of the whole unit sphere computed with the sets of parameters
given in Table 2, obtained with isothermal conditions (21 ℃), superimposed

Table 2: Parameters used to plot the results for T = 21℃.

Distribution Formulae Parameters σe α

Log-normal N 7→ 1
N

√
2πδ

exp
(
− (lnN−lnN0)

2

2δ2

)
N0 = 30, δ = 0.73 0.026 0.035

Triangular N 7→





2(N−N1)
(N3−N1)(N2−N1)

whenN1 6 N < N2

2
(N3−N1)

whenN = N2

2(N3−N)
(N3−N1)(N3−N2)

whenN2 < N 6 N3

0 otherwise

N1 = 1, N2 = 2, N3 = 104 0.026 0.025

N1 = 1, N2 = 2, N3 = 150 (see text)

to experimental results proposed by Albouy et al. (2012). In the experiments,
natural rubber cured with 1.5 g of sulfur is indicated to have approximatively
75 monomers between two crosslinks, which is equivalent to 40 statistical Kuhn
segments and to a network density 0.98 mol/cm3. Stroboscopic X-ray measure-

ments are obtained at 21 ℃ and at a deformation rate of λ̇ = 0.0033 s−1.
First of all, it is to note that both chain length distributions (with con-

stant interface energies) lead to similar results. For the three sets of parameters,
the model captures qualitatively the experimental characteristics. Indeed, crys-
talline degree exhibits a threshold at λ ≈ 4, followed by a smooth increase
during all the loading process, and a decrease at unload accompanied by a
hysteresis. As usually observed in experimental results, the corresponding me-
chanical response exhibits a slight plateau when crystallization starts, followed
by a strengthening. The responses at load and unload coincide when crystalline
degree comes back to zero, because the stress response at unload also present a
hysteresis solely due to crystallization and melting.

It is also to note that the crystalline degree has not the same definition in
our model, where only one direction of the crystallite is taken into account, and
in the experimental measurement. In the modelled crystalline degree, a plateau
at the beginning of the unload is visible when constant interface energies are
used. This plateau does not exist in the experimental results plotted here, but
does in the data of Toki et al. (2003) for a deformation at 0 ℃. In the model, it
is due to the fact that threshold stretch ratio of melting (i.e. the melting point)
is not close to the crystallization threshold, and consequently, significant unload
is needed to reach it even for populations that have crystallized at the end of
the load. Changing the interface energies allows to reduce this gap. Although
they are not presented here, we also observe with our model a longer plateau
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Figure 8: Crystalline degree curves (a) and mechanical responses (b) for a uniaxial loading.
Experimental results from Albouy et al. (2012) are given in dotted lines, theoretical results
with the log-normal distribution in solid line, and with the triangular distribution in dashed
line.
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when temperature decreases, which is experimentally observable and physically
reasonable as the lower the temperature is, the more stable the crystallites are.
Similarly, the model can qualitatively reproduce results showing that not all the
crystallites are melt at the end of the unload.

From a quantitative perspective, a significant deviation is observed in me-
chanical response: the model overestimates the impact of crystallization on the
remaining amorphous part. Indeed, our representation of a semi-crystallized
chain assumes that crystallites are perfectly oriented in deformation direction,
that chains never fold back into a same crystallite, and that all the 1D meshes
crystallize. These three assumptions are acting in favor of a force decrease dur-
ing crystallization. A parameter attenuating the impact of crystallization on
mechanical response (a coefficient indicating a pourcentage of crystallizing 1D
meshes for example) improves the results.

Despite these quantitative deviations, using few, simple, physically-based
parameters allow to have a better analysis of the physics. and we choose, in the
rest of the paper, to keep our physical approach avoiding a avoid phenomenolog-
ical approach although we believe that it is possible, with further development
of the code, to mathematically find optimized sets of parameters.

4.3. Network evolution

Crystallization and melting in the network naturally implies an evolution
of chain-length distribution in each of the representative chains depending on
their orientation in the sphere. Figure 9 provides, for a given initial condi-

Figure 9: Chain-length distribution evolution during crystallization.

tion, the changes in this distribution for some states during the loading process
of one representative chain. The initial distribution is visible at the front of
the plot. Longer chains crystallize first due to the assumption of equal-force
deformation and definitions of threshold stretch ratios of crystallization, and
then populations crystallize consecutively towards shorter chains. Because the
induced populations never have chains longer than the 1D meshes, the popula-
tions seeing their number of chains increase are extremely short chains, whose
crystallization threshold is never reached. The emerging sharp peak in short
chain domain represents these induced populations having 1 to 36 segments
according to Eq. (40).

These distributions allow to compute easily the characteristic number N {s}

of some representative chains during the deformation (their orientation in the
unit sphere is described in the next section). Their evolution is plotted in
Figure 10: since longer chains crystallize first, one can naturally observe that the
average chain-length decreases while crystallization occurs. Depending on the
direction of the chains and their applied stretch ratio, some reach their maximum
crystalline degree, corresponding to the lower limit of possible N {s}, and remain
at a same chain-length. This is consistent with the idea of a strengthening of
the material despite of the existence of a force decrease following crystallization
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Figure 10: Evolution of the characteristic number N {s} of the amorphous portion of repre-
sentative chains having different orientations (0, 30 and 50◦ with loading direction as shown
on the pictogram where loading direction is vertical), during load and unload with respect to
the stretch ratio.

(depicted in Fig. 2): the competition between the two creates a plateau and
then a steeper strengthening because the remaining amorphous part has become
short. Furthermore, the hysteresis observed on the stress-strain curves are due
to the difference of N {s} at load and unload.

4.4. Evolution at the scale of the unit sphere

One peculiarity of this model, from its construction, is that the evolution
of physical parameters can be observed, and that for each direction. In this
section, physical quantities are therefore investigated, along with their depen-
dency to orientation. From now on, all graphs are plotted using the log-normal
distribution and corresponding parameters given in Table 2.

Evolutions of crystalline degree and forces in the chains are represented in
Figures 11 and 12, as sets of points corresponding to some of the integration
points. Their color indicates the values of crystalline degree, respectively force,
of the corresponding representative chain. For the sake of visibility, spheres
are represented undeformed but are taken at different stretch ratio (loading
direction is vertical). Fig. 11 unsurprisingly indicates that crystallization occurs
first in chains which are the most oriented towards loading direction. The effects
on forces are straightforward given the derivation of the model and the previous
observations.

Three zones can be defined: the pole (small angle Ψ of the chain with loading
direction), a ”crown” in which chains crystallize but at a weaker intensity, the
equatorial zone, and finally an intermediate zone where chains do not crystallize.
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Figure 11: Evolution of crystalline degree in some representative chains of the full-network
sphere. Loading direction is vertical.

A few chains are chosen to represent them in the following: Ψ ≈ 0◦ and 90◦ for
the pole and equatorial zone, around 30◦ and 50◦ for the crown, and 70◦ for the
intermediate zone.

4.5. Crystalline degree

Crystalline degree, corresponding to those quantified by colors in Fig. 11,
is plotted in Figure 13 for the chosen representative chains. Only those of the
pole and the crown are visible because the other chains remain amorphous. For
the polar chain, it can be seen that crystalline degree reaches a maximum (at
around λ = 5) and that it does not further evolve: the chain has reached its
maximum state of crystallization.

4.6. Force decrease due to crystallization

The knowledge of the characteristic number of segments of a representative

chain allows to deduce the normalized stretch ratio λ̂am of the amorphous part
of the chain (amorphous stretch ratio divided by

√
N {s}), represented in Fig-

ure 14(a) for the chosen representative chains. The most oriented chains are
divided in two categories: those (most oriented) of which the amorphous ex-
tension seems to significantly increase after a slow down at crystallization, and
those (less oriented) that stop before the steep increase. The following increase
corresponds to the state at which crystallization has reached its maximum state
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Figure 12: Evolution of force in some representative chains of the full-network sphere. Loading
direction is vertical.
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Figure 13: Crystalline degree of some representative chains having different orientations (as
shown on the pictogram where loading direction is vertical) during load and unload with
respect to the stretch ratio.
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Figure 14: Normalized stretch ratio λ̂am (a) and force (b) of some representative chains
(shown on the pictogram where loading direction is vertical) having different orientations
between load and unload with respect to the stretch ratio.

in the representative chain: λam and λ are related by the linear relationship
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λ
√

N {0} = λam

√
N {s} + N

{s}
c (Eq. (14)) where N {0}, N {s} and N

{s}
c are

constants when the state of the network does not change. Moreover, although it
is difficult to define an average behavior, the chains from the pole and from the
crown seem to reproduce and explain the experimental observations by Albouy
et al. (2012) showing a peculiar behavior of the global amorphous stretch ratio.
Indeed, the two plateaux at load and unload are expressed as the slow down of
the evolution, and the steep increase can be assumed to be attenuated by the
other less-oriented chains. Let us also look at the mechanical response of the
chosen representative chains: Fig. 14(b) shows their force evolution (calculated
from the amorphous stretch ratio of the semi-crystallized chain and its char-
acteristic number of segments). The general tendency is as expected, and the
hysteresis is clearly visible for the chains undergoing crystallization (Fig. 13).
The plateaux, particularly visible in the loading process, are explained by the
force decrease due to crystallization (Fig. 2).

4.7. Influence of the parameters

This section finally comments the influences model parameters: distribution
of entanglements (i.e. length of 1D meshes), interface energies, and chain-length
distribution. The model is very sensitive to these parameters, especially to
interface energies. Table 3 summarizes the influence of the length of 1D meshes

Table 3: Influences of Ntopo, γe and γl on thermodynamical quantities for a population. The
second column shows the expressions used to determine the evolution. Indices i are omitted.

N topo 1 γe 1 γl 1

λc = 4γe
√
N/(∆Gf (λc, N)N topo) ց ր −→

L∗(1) = −4γe/∆Gf (λc, N) = λ̂cN
topob ր ր −→

L∗(2) (= L∗(3)) = L∗(1)γl/γe ր ց ր

L̆(1) = L∗(1) ր ր −→

L̆(2) (= L̆(3)) =
√
N/λcb ր ց −→

∑
(2γ(k)/L̆(k)) = −∆Gf (λc, N)/2 + 4γl/L̆

(2) ց ր ր

λf (identical to the evolution of
∑

(2γ(k)/L̆(k))) ց ր ր

Nc,ch = (L∗(1)/b)× (N/N topo) = λc

√
N ց ր −→

Nf = N topo − L̆(1)/b = N topo(1− λ̂c) ր ց −→

and of interface energies on thermodynamical quantities for a given population.
These results, often intuitive given the physics of crystallization or the model
derivation, are guessed from the equations listed in the second column, and are
observable in computed results.
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As indicated in Table 3 (third column) and intuitively, crystallization hap-
pens later when 1D meshes are shorter. The size of formed crystallites depends
again on the length of the 1D meshes; but at the scale of the chain, the number
of crystallized segments is λciNi and thus depends on N topo

i only through λci.
The computation of the sizes of the stable crystallite, whose height does not
change, also does not bring N topo in, neither in melting except through the
height of the crystallite (a larger crystallite is, in fact, more stable). The entan-
glements of each population i thus just increase or decrease λci, and then λmi

in consequence. Moreover, if crystallite size decreases, the equivalent induced
populations have longer chains, leading to a larger characteristic number N of
segments in the amorphous portion of the representative chain.

Interface energies are crucial in the determination of crystallization and melt-
ing conditions; let us distinguish here the lateral interface energies γl (γ

(2) and
γ(3)) and the end surface interface energy γe (γ(1)). Table 3 (fourth and fifth
columns) summarizes the influence of γe and γl on the quantities related to crys-
tallization and melting. From our crystallization condition, the crystallization
threshold is reached later when γe increases. The lateral interface energies are
then involved in the crystallite growth: when γl increases, the lateral sizes of
the critical nucleus are larger, but the margin allowed for the growth is more
limited (Gros et al., 2018). This means that the change in free energy between
the critical nucleus and the stable crystallite is little, implying a less important
superstraining effect at the melting process of the crystallite, usually leading to
a smaller hysteresis in both crystalline degree and mechanical response. Fur-
thermore, the interface energies were assumed to be constant, but they could
depend on chain length, on temperature and on deformation. The fitted val-
ues given in Table 2 provide larger crystallite sizes than those experimentally
measured but remain in the same order of magnitude. These sizes also depend
on the choice of N topo which we assumed to be given. The values of α allows
to take into account the remarks given in a previous work (Gros et al., 2015)
that the product γeγ

2
l should be smaller by many order of magnitudes than that

known in the literature (where γe and γl are of the same order of magnitude).
Let us mention that the influence of the values of interface energies is extremely
strong in our model.

Finally, the parameter that has not been studied in the above discussion is
chain-length distribution. In the present model, longer chains crystallize first
and the global threshold stretch ratio of crystallization (crystallization of the

first population) is equal to λ̂c,imax

√
N {0} where imax is the index of the popu-

lation having the longest chains in the network: this relationship indicates that

for a given λ̂c,imax
, crystallization starts later when N {0} increases. In other

words, crystallization starts the soonest when N {0} is as small as possible and
at concurrently when imax is as large as possible. Besides, the chain-length dis-
tribution maximum mainly corresponds to the populations whose crystallization
induces an important decrease in N {s} (because of the large number of chains
crystallizing), implying, in most cases, that crystallization is at its highest rate
(dχc/dλ) when these populations crystallize. That said, Fig. 8 shows that the
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effect of chain-length distribution is limited on the macroscopic responses of
nominal stress and crystalline degree.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we derive a physically-based mechanical model for strain-
induced crystallization of natural rubber. Its main features are the fact that
it accounts for the chain-length distribution of the initial polymer network,
that crystallization and melting are treated with a thermodynamical point of
view, and after a classical integration to a 3D model, the establishment of a
dedicated algorithm allowing most of the computation to be run independently
of the applied deformation. The computed results qualitatively reproduce exper-
iment crystalline degree evolution and mechanical response, and propose a new
insight in the network evolution while crystallization occurs, promising further
understanding of the physics of strain-induced crystallization in natural rubber.

A. Length of a 1D mesh

The end-to-end distance of an unstrained Np-chain is not necessarily equal
to that of a subchain of Np segments belonging to an unstrained N -chain. Let us
therefore consider a N -chain virtually divided into ᾱ subchains of Np segments

(p ∈ {1 ; . . . ; ᾱ}). Let −→R0 = l0~e and let
−→
Rp = lp

−→rp be the end-to-end vectors of
the chain and of the subchains respectively (~e and −→rp are unit vectors), and θp

the angles ̂(−→rp ,−→e ). We thus have
−→
R0 =

ᾱ∑

p=1

−→
Rp, and considering the projections

on
−→
R0:

−→
R0 ·

−→
R0 =

ᾱ∑

p=1

(
−→
Rp ·

−→
R0) =

ᾱ∑

p=1

(lp
−→rp · l0

−→e ) = l0

ᾱ∑

p=1

(lp cos θp) , (41)

which means:

l0 =
ᾱ∑

p=1

(lp cos θp) . (42)

Supposing that all the subchains have equal end-to-end distances, denoted ltopo0 ,
which means ∀p, lp = ltopo0 (i.e. ∀p, Np = N topo), the previous equation
becomes:

ltopo0 =

[
ᾱ∑

p=1

(cos θp)

]−1

l0 . (43)

Not knowing how to calculate the sum of the cosines, we simplify the problem

by assuming that
−→
R0 and that

−→
Rp are collinear ∀p, which means:

ltopo0 = ᾱ−1l0 = ᾱ−1
√
Nb =

N topo

√
N

b . (44)
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where from its definition, ᾱ = N/N topo, N topo being the number of segments
of a subchain. Assuming that chain deforms in an affine manner, we obtain:

ltopo(λ) = λ
N topo

√
N

b , (45)

where λ is the stretch ratio applied to the whole chain.

B. Intermediate steps to obtain Eq. (12)

From derivations in Verron and Gros (2017) and from the resulting Eq. (4)
in the present paper, the behavior of two chains deforming with an equal-force
assumption can be averaged as:

√
N ′

sub(Nsub1, Nsub2) =
φsub1Nsub1 + φsub2Nsub2

φsub1

√
Nsub1 + φsub2

√
Nsub2

(46)

with Nsub1+Nsub2 = N−Nc and φ1 = φ2 since φi is their proportion in number
of chain in the considered system. Defining Nsub = Nsub1+Nsub2 , the equation
simplifies to:

√
N ′

sub(Nsub1, Nsub2) =
Nsub1 +Nsub2√
Nsub1 +

√
Nsub2

=
Nsub√

Nsub1 +
√
Nsub −Nsub1

. (47)

If all couples (Nsub1, Nsub2) verifying Nsub1 + Nsub2 = Nsub are equiprobable,
and supposing that all chains are undergoing equal-force assumption, we can
make an average on all the possible (Nsub1, Nsub2) couples (and not a single one
as for the previous equation) and obtain Eq. (12).
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